Bilateral Femtosecond Laser-Assisted Clear Lens Extraction with Trifocal Intraocular Lens Implantation for Presbyopia Correction: A Short-Term Observational Study in Chinese Adults
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Purpose: To observe the outcome of bilateral femtosecond laser-assisted clear lens extraction with trifocal intraocular lens (IOL) implantation for presbyopia correction and evaluate its feasibility in early presbyopic adults.

Methods: Prospective case series of eyes with clear crystalline lenses that underwent femtosecond laser-assisted lens extraction and trifocal IOL (Acrysof IQ PanOptix, Model TFNT00, Alcon) implantation between 2021 and 2023 were followed up for at least 3 months after surgery. Outcome measures included monocular uncorrected visual acuity at near (UNVA, 40 cm), intermediate (UIVA, 60 cm), and distance (UDVA, 5 m), monocular manifest refraction, corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA), defocus curve assessment, and spectacle independence at both near and distance.

Results: A total of 60 eyes from 30 consecutive patients were included, and their mean age was 50.4±6.5 years. After surgery, the mean UNVA (LogMAR) increased from 0.28±0.16 to 0.08±0.07, UIVA increased from 0.25±0.12 to 0.09±0.06, and UDVA increased from 0.27±0.21 to 0.01±0.08. The enhancements of UNVA, UIVA and UDVA were all significant (P<0.05). The optometric results showed that the mean postoperative spherical equivalent (SE) was −0.21±0.24 D, and the mean postoperative CDVA (LogMAR) was −0.00±0.06. The preoperative spectacle independences at near and distance were 46.7% (14/30) and 56.7% (17/30), respectively, and both increased to 100% at 3 months after surgery.

Conclusion: Satisfactory visual outcomes and safe surgical procedures were observed in this study, which demonstrate that bilateral femtosecond laser-assisted clear lens extraction with PanOptix IOL implantation could be a feasible approach for presbyopia correction in working-age Chinese patients.
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Introduction

As a global problem affecting over a billion people worldwide, presbyopia is characterized by loss in physiological accommodation and causes an inability to focus on nearby objects.1 Due to aging, near vision in adults older than age 40 progressively decreases. Epidemiologic studies have shown that approximately 1.8 billion people worldwide suffer from presbyopia, and nearly half of them are working-age individuals.2 Growing evidence suggests that near vision is important in terms of quality of life, as much as, if not more than, distance vision, and both distance and near visual impairments are likely...
to experience difficulties in daily living, restrictions in educational achievement, increased risks of falls and fractures, social isolation, cognitive deficits, and increased needs for health care services.\textsuperscript{3}

Strategies for correcting presbyopia include optical devices, medication and surgery, and surgical treatments can be subdivided into three major categories that involve the sclera (scleral expansion), cornea (corneal inlays) and crystalline lens. The removal of the natural crystalline lens followed by implantation of an artificial multifocal intraocular lens (IOL) has been an option for presbyopia. Separating from conventional cataract surgery, where an opaque crystalline lens has to be removed for visual improvement, the term “clear lens exchange” was mainly used in patients with extreme myopia for refractive correction\textsuperscript{4} and in patients with angle-closure glaucoma in the past few decades.\textsuperscript{5} Although it was not a new concept, clear lens exchange has not become widely accepted as a definite therapy for presbyopia correction. In recent years, there have been some advances in the field of refractive cataract surgery, such as modern biometry, novel IOL design and manufacturing, new generation of IOL power formulas, and precise surgical techniques such as intraoperative navigation and femtosecond laser assistance, which have made it possible to correct presbyopia by means of clear lens exchange.

Per a literature review, we found that there are few studies about the outcomes of clear lens exchange for presbyopia correction in early presbyopic adults in the Chinese population. Contrary to that is the increasing clinical need for presbyopia correction, which could be seen in working-age patients accompanied by increased visual requirements. Recently, studies focusing on a trifocal/quadrifocal IOL called “PanOptix” provided inspiring postoperative visual outcomes and satisfaction in elderly patients with cataracts,\textsuperscript{6,7} which led us to believe that surgery combining femtosecond laser assistance and this trifocal/quadrifocal IOL implantation would offer more satisfying results in working-age presbyopic patients. Thus, we conducted the present study to make a short-term observation of the above therapeutic approach and evaluate its feasibility in early presbyopic adults with clear crystalline lenses. To our knowledge, this is the first case series describing the outcomes of bilateral femtosecond laser-assisted clear lens extraction with trifocal IOL implantation for presbyopia correction in China, where it is considered an “off-label” procedure.

**Methods**

**Ethics**

This prospective, observational study was conducted at Shanghai Aier Eye Hospital. All study procedures were performed in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and its amendments. The ethics committee of Shanghai Aier Eye Hospital approved this study. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants for the usage and publication of their clinical data.

**Patients and Eligibility**

Presbyopia in the present study was generally defined as distance corrected near vision of 0.3 LogMAR (20/40) or worse, with healthy eyes and clinically insignificant media opacity with corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) of 0.1 LogMAR (20/25) or better. Presbyopic patients who were willing to undergo extraction of a clear crystalline lens combined with implantation of a trifocal IOL between October 2021 and June 2023 in Shanghai Aier Eye Hospital were screened for possible inclusion. After a clinic consultation, some patients were preliminarily excluded according to the criteria described below:

1) History of corneal refractive surgery or intraocular surgery;
2) Phacodonesis, possible zonular dehiscence, or crystalline lens subluxation;
3) Poor compliance with ocular examinations;
4) Abnormalities of the iris or pupil distortion;
5) Large ambient pupil diameter (>5.0 mm);
6) Macular degeneration or other retinal disease;
7) History of glaucoma or other hereditary ocular diseases;
8) Anxiety-related personality traits may impact satisfaction with surgery outcomes.
Preoperative Biometry

After the primary screening, the enrolled patients received a complete preoperative ophthalmic examination, including subjective optometry with spherical equivalent (SE) and CDVA, A/B-scan ultrasound (Aviso S, 10 MHz probe, Paris, France), noncontact specular microscopy (EM-4000, Tomey Nishi-Ku, Nagoya, Japan), biometry with the IOLMaster (Model 700, Carl Zeiss Meditec Ltd, Jena, Germany), Scheimpflug device imaging (Pentacam HR, Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), scanning laser ultrawide-field fundus imaging (P200 Optomap Plus, Optos, Edinburgh, UK), a spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) scan for both the macula and optic nerve head (Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), and a comprehensive evaluation of dry eye. In addition, higher order aberrations (HOAs), angle alpha and angle kappa were measured with a ray-tracing aberrometry, iTrace Visual Function Analyzer (Tracey™ Technologies, TX, USA). Data acquisition was performed according to the user guidelines of each device, and high-quality measurements were used. Patients were further excluded from the present study if their measurements met the following criteria:

1) Amblyopia (CDVA lower than 20/25);
2) Corneal astigmatism based on a total corneal refractive power greater than 1.0 D or predicted postoperative residual astigmatism greater than 0.75 D;
3) Keratoconus, suspected keratoconus, or severe dry eye;
4) Extreme IOL power out of the manufacturer’s range (+6.0 to +30.0 D);
5) Clinically significant total corneal spherical aberration (WFA Z40) (6 mm zone), higher than 0.30 μm;
6) Angle Alpha or angle Kappa greater than 0.5 mm.

Trifocal Intraocular Lens

The Acrysof IQ PanOptix (Model TFNT00, Alcon Laboratories, Inc, Fort Worth, TX, USA) is a single-piece IOL consisting of hydrophobic, ultraviolet and blue light–filtering acrylate/methacrylate copolymer material. The biconvex lens has a 6.0-mm optical zone composed of a central 4.5-mm diffractive area with 15 diffractive zones and an outer refractive rim on the aspheric anterior surface. The Acrysof IQ PanOptix TFNT00 divides incoming light based on a nonapodized quadrifocal technology and creates focal points at near (40 cm), intermediate (60 cm), and distant positions. Moreover, there is an extended intermediate focal point at 120 cm. The light from the 120 cm focal point is diffracted to the distance focal point, leading to optimized light use toward distance vision. In summary, the PanOptix TFNT00 is a quadrifocal IOL that acts like a trifocal IOL and provides high spectacle independence. (Courtesy of Alcon Laboratories)

Intraocular Lens Power Calculation

IOL power calculations were performed with the Barrett Universal II formula using the IOLMaster 700 system built-in Barrett Suite or via an online calculator (http://calc.apacs.org/barrett_universal2105/). The lens factor value of PanOptix TFNT00 was +1.94 according to the manufacturers. For the Barrett Universal II formula, it is nonessential but recommended that the anterior chamber depth, the white-to-white corneal diameter, and the lens thickness are additionally input because they might contribute to more accurate results. Targeted postoperative refraction was planned for all eyes, and the IOL power with the minimum myopic prediction rather than hypermetropic was selected.

Surgical Procedures

All patients received surgery on both eyes on separate days. Surgery was performed under topical anesthesia induced with 0.5% proparacaine hydrochloride (Alcaine, Alcon Laboratories, Inc, Fort Worth, TX, USA) and sufficient pupillary dilation. Femtosecond laser-assisted procedures were performed using the Catalys Precision Laser System (Abbott Medical Optics Inc, Santa Ana, CA, USA). A disposable vacuum interface was positioned and fixed to the globe using a suction ring, and the laser aperture was engaged with the vacuum interface-globe complex, which was liquid-mediated without corneal contact. After the biometric information was measured and displayed on the control panel, capsulotomy (diameter 5.1 mm) and lens fragmentation (grid of 500 μm size with 2 segment cuts, energy profiles were set by the manufacturer) were performed. Then, the patients were transported to a conventional surgical platform. Corneal incisions (a 2.2-mm width clear corneal primary incision at 135 degrees
and a side-port incision at 30 degrees) were performed manually, followed by traditional phacoemulsification, irrigation and aspiration of the cortex using the CONSTELLATION® Vision 106 System (Alcon Laboratories, Inc, Fort Worth, TX, USA) by the same surgeon (W.L.), and all the IOLs were placed in the capsular bag. All the procedures in this study were uneventful, and none of the patients had any significant intraoperative complications. Postoperatively, operative eyes received the same treatment regimen, consisting of a combination of an antibiotic, steroid, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory eye drop.

**Main Outcome Measures**

Postoperative follow-up was at least 3 months. Slit-lamp examination, intraocular pressure, monocular manifest refraction and visual acuity were the primary outcomes, and visual acuity included uncorrected visual acuity at near (UNVA, 40 cm), intermediate (UIVA, 60 cm), and distance (UDVA, 5 m). Visual acuity was measured using a Snellen chart under photopic conditions and converted to a logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (LogMAR) scale for statistical analysis. Secondary outcomes were defocus curve assessment and spectacle independence at both near and distance. In addition, all the side effects or complications that occurred during the follow-up period were also recorded.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using the software package SPSS Statistics 26.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to assess data normality. Continuous variables of normality are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) or the median. Comparisons between preoperative and postoperative visual acuity were performed using paired t-tests. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.

**Results**

A total of 60 eyes from 30 consecutive patients were included. Their mean age was 50.4±6.5 years, and half of the patients were female. The demographic data and characteristics are presented in Table 1. As shown in Figure 1, UNVA (LogMAR) increased from 0.28±0.16 to 0.08±0.07, UIVA increased from 0.25±0.12 to 0.09±0.06, and UDVA increased from 0.27±0.21 to 0.01±0.08. The enhancements in UNVA, UIVA and UDVA were all statistically significant (all P < 0.05). The optometric results at 3 months after surgery revealed that the mean postoperative sphere was −0.03±0.24 D (ranging from −0.5 D to +0.25 D), the mean postoperative cylinder was −0.36±0.13 D (ranging from −0.75 D to −0.25 D), and the mean postoperative SE

| Table 1 The Demographic Data and Characteristics of Patients with Clear Lens Extraction |
|---------------------------------|-------|-----------------|
| **Sex** | 15 females and 15 males | **Mean±SD, or Median** | **Range** |
| Age (years) | 50.4±6.5 | 41 to 62 |
| IOP (mmHg) | 14.4±2.5 | 10.1 to 19.0 |
| Sphere (D) | −1.25 | −4.5 to +2.25 |
| Cylinder (D) | −0.50 | −0.75 to −0.25 |
| SE (D) | −1.50 | −4.75 to +2.00 |
| AL (mm) | 24.2±1.1 | 22.04 to 25.91 |
| TCRP-K1 (D) | 42.4±0.4 | 41.6 to 43.2 |
| TCRP-K2 (D) | 42.9±0.4 | 42.3 to 43.7 |
| UNVA (LogMAR) | 0.3 | 0 to 0.7 |
| UIVA (LogMAR) | 0.3 | 0 to 0.4 |
| UDVA (LogMAR) | 0.2 | 0 to 0.7 |
| ΔSE (D) | 0.57±0.27 | 0 to 1.25 |

*Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; IOP, intraocular pressure; SE, spherical equivalent; AL, axial length; TCRP, total corneal refractive power; K1, the flat corneal axis; K2, the steep corneal axis; UNVA, uncorrected visual acuity at near (40 cm); UIVA, uncorrected visual acuity at intermediate (60 cm); UDVA, uncorrected visual acuity at distance (5 m); ΔSE, the absolute difference in interocular SE.*
The mean postoperative CDVA (LogMAR) was −0.00±0.06 (ranging from −0.1 to 0.1). Monocular defocus curves were measured as shown in Figure 2. There were two visual peaks observed at distance and near-intermediate area (40 to 60 cm), and the mean VA LogMAR at distance and near-intermediate area were 0.01.
studies, a healthy adult with an absolute difference in interocular SE of 0.5 D or less could be regarded as having isometropia. If we use an absolute difference in interocular SE of 0.5 D or greater as the diagnostic criterion, the prevalence of anisometropia would climb to approximately 20%. The percentage of isometropic patients in the present study was only 60% (18/30). Although a difference in interocular SE of 0.5 D could be coordinated by physiologic adaptability, it might aggravate asthenopia symptoms and impel patients to presbyopia correction. In our study, the mean UNVA (LogMAR) in patients with an absolute difference in interocular SE greater than 0.5 D was 0.29±0.16 (12 patients, 24 eyes), and their preoperative spectacle independence was 50% at near. It would be interesting to evaluate the relationship between the level of mild anisometropia and the degree of presbyopic symptoms.

There were limitations of this observational study that should be interpreted. We obtained the present conclusion using some basic indicators, while a series of metric-based measurements would be indispensable for evaluating the visual prognosis comprehensively, including contrast sensitivity, objective scatter index, and modulation transfer function. Subjective scales and questionnaires are also necessary to quantify vision-related quality of life and patient satisfaction after refractive clear lens exchange for presbyopia correction. Although several studies have reported positive results in Caucasians, we believe that a similar study in a Chinese population would have particular clinical significance. The second limitation is that the relatively...
small sample size limited the stratification analysis. The visual demand of working-age people with different occupations, lifestyles and hobbies must vary, and this should be noted and compared in future research.

In conclusion, this observational study observed the outcome and safety of bilateral femtosecond laser-assisted clear lens extraction with PanOptix IOL implantation for presbyopia correction in working-age Chinese patients. Satisfactory visual outcomes and safe surgical procedures demonstrate that the present treatment could be a feasible approach for early presbyopic adults in China.
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